I'm using virtualizor with openvz kernel 2.6.32-042stab062.2 (Centos 6)

I've a problem with VE on this machine that i never get when I using previous version of openvz (Centos 5.x - 2.6.18-274.3.1.el5.028stab094.3)

The problem is:

When a VE get "Fatal resource shortage: privvmpages" it need to restart because all service become down.
I've tried to restart a service from node console via vzctl but that service still down and said can not allocate memory. But when I check the memory still available. So the solution every resource shortage is restart the VE.

Compare to other my openvz server when a VE eat up all memory, I just kill some apps inside VE from node and it back to normal again.

Hope someone can help me on this case, or may be some other guys have same problem with me.

Thanks